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The Domestic Economy of
Television Viewing in Postwar America
LYNN SPIGEL

Q—This essay examines how postwar women's magazines introduced television to
ihe American housewife. Combining methods of textual analysis with industrial and
cultural history, it shows the ambixxdence zuAicA characterized popular discourse on
television. In particular, the study reveals the way television was imbricated in the
gendered division of labor and leisure at home by exploring how the magazines
deliberated on the problems television posed for women's domestic chores and the
efficient functioning of the household. It thus contributes historical perspective to the
ongoing concerns about television's relationship to family audiences.
N 1952, the Westcm-Holly Company possible. Indeed, the TV-stove was a
marketed a new design in domestic response to the conflation of labor and
technology, the TV-stove. The fwcn leisure time at home. If it now seems
included a window through which the strange, this has as much to do with the
housewife could watch her chicken roast. way in which society has conceptualized
Above the oven window was a television work and leisure as it does with the
screen which presented an even more machine's bizarre technological form.^
spectacular si^t. With the aid of this
In this essay, I examine television
machine the housewife would he able to viewing in terms of a history of ideas
prepare her meal, but at the same time concerning gendered patterns of work
she could watch television. Although it and leisure in the home. Based on a study
was dearly an odd object, this TV-stove of popular media from the postwar era
was not simply a historical fluke. Rath- (especially middle dass women's magaer, ils invention is a reminder of the zines), this essay considers how telenuon
concrete social, economic, and ideological was introduced to the American houseconditions that made this contraption wife. Television's innovation after
World War II occasioned a multitude of
Ms. Spigel is Assistant Professor of Commu- responses and expectations voiced in
nication Arts, Lhiversity of Wisconsin— films, magazines, newspapers, and on
television itself. These popular disMadinm.
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courses were replete with ambjvalencf
almut Lclrvision's relationship !i> family
lifc. As i}ir l'\'-siovr so dramatically
•suggesLs. there was A prolounrl uncerLiiniy about television's place and lunclion in ihe home, an uneertainiy thai
gave rise lo u fierce debate on the cultural
and social value of this new domestiL
objea and entertainment form.
Indeed, as other historians have
shown, this kind of ambivaleniv has
characterized America's response to a
liost of household technologies, including
television's mosi obvious predecessor,
radio ((.U>v-ert, 1984; Davis, 1965). In
this respeci, the popular debates about
television should (x: seen not as an aberrant phenomenon but rather as a spedfic
manifestation of a larger history of ideas
about household lerhnology, ideas which
were lirmly inscribed in gendered patterns of labor and leisure in domestic
space. It is these patterns, as they were
described to the first wave of television
viewers, ihat 1 consider in the following
pages. I'o do so. I firsi brielly describe
the historical roois of the domestic ideology and some theoretical questions to
which they give rise.

GENDiS, W<»K, AND
LEISURE
Since the nineteenth century, middle
class ideals of domesticity had been predicated on divisions of leisure time and
work time. This doarine of two spheres
represented human activity in spatial
terms: the public world came to be conceived of as a place of productive labor,
while ihe home was seen as a site of
rejuvenation and consumption. By the
1920s, the public world was still a sphenr
of work, but it was also opened up to ;i
host of cnmmercial pleasures like movies
and amusement parks that were incorpt)-

i .ited inio middle class lamily tife styles.
•"l*hr ideal hrnne, however, remaintYl :i
pi.'Kt- (f) rcv'iialization :ind. wiih :h{expansion ol convenience pmducis iha;
promised to i-educe household chores,
donirsticily w;ts cvttn less asMK.iatcd wiih
pniduclicin.
-\s feminists have argued, this separalinn has served lo justify the exploitation
ul' thr housewife whose work at home
simply dues not count. .Along these lines
NantT Folbir ^1982) claims thai classical economics considers women\ work An
voluntary labor and therefore outside the
rraini of exploitation, hi addition, she
ai>;ucs. even Marxist critics n^leil thr
issue of domestic exploitation since they
assume ihai thr labor theory of value can
he applied only to efliciemy-oriented
pnidueiioii for the market and not :ii
"inefFicicnr' :ind 'Mdiosynrraiic'' housc*hold chores.
But as feminist critics and historians
have shown, the home is indeed a site of
lalwr. Not only do women d<i physical
chores, hui also ihe basic relations of our
(KYinomy and society arr reproduced at
home, including the literal reproduction
ol workers ihniugh child rearing labor.
Ona- the home is (vmsidered as a work
pla(«, the divisions between public/work
and domestic/leisure become less dear.
The ways in which work and leisure air
<Y)nnccted, however, remain a (xunplex
issue.
Henri Lefebvre's studies of evei7day
life cilTer ways u> ixuisider the general
interrelations among work, leisure, und
family life in modem sKKieiy. In his
foreword to the I9.')8 edition t>f Cntigutfir la Vie Quolifiienne. Lefebvre argues
thai.
LrLsurc .. i-anni>i he separaied from work.
II is the same man who, after w»rk, nsts or
or docs whatever he chiXMes. Every
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day, al the same lime, the worker leaves the
factory, and the employee, the office. Every
week, Saturday and Sunday are spent on
leisure activities, with the same regularity as
that of the weekdays' vrerk. Thus we must
think in terms of the unity "work-leisure/'
because thai unity exists, and everyone tries
to program his own available time acoordif^
to what his work is—and what it is not.
(1958/1979, p. 136)

While Lefebvrc concentrated on the
"working man/* the case of the housewife presents an even more pronounced
example of the integration of work and
leisure in everyday life.
In the absence of a thoroughgoing
critique of the issues surrounding work
and leisure, it has been difficult for television critics and historians to deal with
the central importance of domestic labor
for television spectatorship. Recent British ethnographic research suggests that
men and women tend to use television
according to their specific position
within the distribution of leisure and
labor activities inside and outside ihe
home (Gray, 1987; Moriey, 1986). In
the American context, two of the most
serious examinations come from Tania
Modleski (1983) and Nick Browne
(1984), who theorize the way television
watching fits into a general pattern of
everyday life where work and leisure are
intertwined. Modleski suggests that the
soap opera might be understood in terms
of the "rhythms of reception," or the way
women working at home relate to the
text within a specific milieu of distraction: cleaning, cooking, child rearing, etc.
Browne concentrates not on the individual text but rather on the entire television schedule, which he claims is ordered
according to the logic of the workday of
both men and women. As he writes, **the
position of the programs in the television
schedule reflects and is determined by

ihe work-struaured order of the real
social world. The patterns of position
and flow imply the question of who is
home, and through complicated social
relays and temporal mediations, link
television to the modes, processes, and
scheduling of production characteristic
of Ihe general population" (p. 176).

MAGAZINES
AND TELEVISION
The fluid interconnection between leisure and labor at home presents a context
for exploring the ways women use and
understand television prc^pramming in
their daily lives. In the following pages, I
focus on a moment in American history,
specifically the years 1948-1955, when
women were first learning how to
accommodate television, both as a
domestic object and as an entertainment
form. During these years, more than half
of all American households installed
television, and the basic patterns of daytime television emei^ged as a distinct cultural form which entailed a particular
set of female viewing practices. While
most women might not have had the
elaborate mechanism offered by the TVstove, they were in the process of
adapting themselves to—or else resisting—a new and curious entertainment
machine.
How can we understand the way
people integrated television into their
lives some 30 years ago? How can we
discover a history of everyday life that
was not recorded by the people who lived
it at the time? The women's home magazines I examine illuminate the reception
of television as it was registered in popular media of the postwar period. These
magazines included graphics, articles,
cartoons, and illustrations depicting television's relationship to family life.'
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While they cannOL ttrll us how televisiim
was actually received hy people al th(*
time, popular magazines do revral un
intertextual context through which
people could make sense nf television and
its relation to their lives.
The debates about television drew
upon and magnified the more general
obsession with the re(Y>nstruetion of family life and domestic ideals after World
War II. The 1950s was a decade that
placed an enormous amount of cultural
capital in the ability to form a family and
to live (lut a set of highly structured
gender roles. Although people at the time
might well have experienced and understood the constraining aspects nf this
domestic dream, it nevertheles.^ was a
consensus ideology, pnnnising practical
benefits like security and stability to
people who had witnessed the shocks and
social dislocations of the previous two
decades. As Elaine Tyler May (1988)
suggests, while people acknowledged the
limitations of postwar domesticity, they
nevertheless often spoke of their strong
faith in the overall project of being in a
family. In this social climate, television
was typically welcomed as a caulyst for
renewed familial values. Indeed, television, in many popular discussions, was
depicted as a panacea for the broken
homes and hearts of wartime life; not
only was it shown tti restore faith in
family togetherness, but as the most
sought-after appliance for sale in postwar America, it also renewed faith in the
splendors of consumer capitalism. By the
same token, however, television was also
greeted in less euphoric terms, and as I
have a i ^ e d elsewhere (1988a; 1988b),
the discourses on television typically
expressed profound doubts about domesticity—especially, gender roles in the
home.
Women's home magazines were the

venue for this debate on television and ihf family Yet, apart rrom tht.
cK-rasinnal reference, these magazines
havf l)een disr^jarded in television histories Ruther than f<x:using on the suciat
and domestic t»ntext, broadcast historv
has aintinually framed its object of studv
around questions of industry', regulation,
and technological invention: that is,
around spheres where men have participated as executives, policy makers, and
inventors. Women, on the other hand,
are systematically mai^nalized in television history. .Accordii^ to the assumptions of our ruirent historieat paradigms,
the woman is simply the recriver of the
television text- the one io whom tht:
advertiser promotes products, l^his is not
lo say industrial history necessarily fails
In explain gender relations. Indeed, as
other feniinisi critics have shown. Ihc
very notion of femininity itself is in pan
constructed through and by mass media
images a& they arc produced by the '*( uJture industries.'* But industrial history
clearly needs tf> be supplemented hy
methods of investigation that will better
illuminate women's subjective experiences and the way those experiences, in
turn, might have affected industry output and policies.
By looking at women's m^;asunes as a
source of historical evidence, we find
another story, one that tells us something
(however partial and mediated) about
the way women might have experienced
the arrival of television in their own
homes. These magazines, through their
debates i>n television's place in the
domestic s|^ere. provided women with
opportunities to negotiate rules and
practices for watching television at
home. In addition, \hcy addressed
women not simply as passive consumers
of promotional rhetoric but also as producers within the domestic sphere. In
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fad, even the television manufacturers,
who used women's magazines to promote the sale of television sets, seem to
have recognized this productive role.
For, as I will show, rather than simply
offering women the passive consumer
luxury of total television pleasure, the
manufacturers tailored thdr messages to
the everyday concerns of the housewife;
they typically acknowledged the conflicts
between household chores and television
leisure, and they offered thdr produda
as solutions to these conflicts.
In this sense, I emfdiasize the importance of looking at advertisements in
relation to the wider metfia context in
which they appear. A popular assumption in advertising history and theory is
that ads are the voice of big industry, a
voice that instills consumer fantasies into
the minds of the masses. But advertising
is not simply one voice; rather it is
necessarily composed of multiple voices.
Advertising adopts the voioe of an imaginary consumer—it must speak from his
or her point of view, even if that point of
view is at odds with the immediate goals
of the sales eflbrt. In this respect, television advertisers did not simply promote
ideas and values in the sense of an overwhelming "product propaganda." Rather, they followed certain discursive rules
found in a media form that was popular
with women since the nineteenth century. Advertisers often adjusted their
sales messages to fit with the concerns
voiced in women's magazines, and they
also used conventions of language and
representation that were typical of the
magazines as a whole.
The conunon thread uniting the ads,
editorial content, and pictorial representations was mode of address, lite discourses of middle class women's magazines assumed, a priori, that women
were housewives and that their interests
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necessarily revolved around cleaning,
cooking, diild rearing, and, less explicitly, love making. Indeed, even though
the 1950s witnessed a dramatic rise in
the female labor force—and, in particular, the number of married women taking jobs outside the home rose significantly (Chafe, 1972; Gatlin, 1987)—
these magazines taddy held to an outdated model of femininity, ignoring the
fact that both working class and middle
class women were dividing their time
between the family work space and the
public work space. In this sense, the
conventions formed for viewing television arose in relation to this housewife
figure; even if the actual reader was
employed outside the domestic sphere,
her leisure time wasrepresentedin terms
of her household work. Representations
of television continually presented
women with a notion of spectatorship
that was inextricably intertvrined w i ^
their useful labor at home.
These magazines offered women
instructions on how to cope with tdeviuon, and they established a set of viewing practices based around the tenuous
balance of labor and leisure at home.
They told women of the Utopian possibilities of fantasy and romantic transport
that television naight bring to their relatively "unglorious" lives as homemakers,
but they also warned that telennon
mig^t wreak havoc on the home and
therefore had to be carefully managed
and skillfully controlled. Indeed, these
magazines offered women an amUvalent
picture of television; the television set
appeared less as a simple consumer luxury than as a complex set of problems
that called for women's rational decisions and careful examination. In the
discussion below, I consider the industrial solution to the woridng/viewing
continuum, then detail the concerns
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which nifulatecl in magazines, and
fmally address s(imr «r ihc implications
ihese popular disLt)ursrs had for iccndrr
dynamics in general.

THEWDVSTRTS
Unlike the many household appliances which, since the nineteenth century, have promised u> simplify women'.s
work, ihc Lelevision set threatened tn
disrupt the efiident funclicming of the
household. And while other home entertainment media such as Lhe phonograph
could be enjoyed while doing household
tasks, pleasure in television appeared to
be fundamentally in«>mpatiblc with
women*s productive labor. As William
Boddy (1979) ai-gucs, the broadcasting
industry rea>gnized this conflict when
radio was first introduivd to the public.
But overcoming its initial reluctance, the
industry successfully developed daytime
radio in the 1930s, and by the 1940s
housewives were a faithful audience for
soap operas and advice programs.
During the postwar years, advertisers
and networks once more viewed the daytime market with skeptidsm, fearing
thai their loyal radio audiences would
not be able lo make the transition tu
television. The industry assumed thaL,
unlike radio, television might require the
housewife's complete attention and thus
disrupt her work in the home (Boddy,
1985). Indeed, while network prime time
schedules were well worked out in 1948,
both networks and advertisers were
reluctant to feature regular daytime television programs.
The flrst network to offer a regular
daytime schedule was DuMont, which
began operations on its New Yoik station WABD in November 1948. It seems
likely that DuMont, which had severe
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problems competing wiih CBS and
NBC', entered the daytime market lu
nlfsct iis oamnmii- losses in prime time
(lurii^ a period when even the mujur
nrtworks were losing money on television. Explaining the emnomic strategy
behind the niovr into daytime, une
OuMont execuiive claimed, '^WABD is
starting daytime programming because tr
is noi ecoiiomicalty feasiblr to do othrrwisc. Night lime programming aJone
could nol suppoit radio, nor can it suppori ic-lrvision" ^''DuMont Expaasiun,"
1949. p. 2.^). In Dei-ember 1949.
UuMoni olfercd u rwo-hour aftemoiiii
program ID US nine affiliate stations, and
it also made kinescopes available to its
non-interconneaed affiliates. DuMont
director Commander Mortimer W.
I^Kwi rcasfjned that ihe move into day*
time would atlrait small ticket advertise
ers who wanied to buy '"small segments
ni time <it a low. daytimr rate" ("Daylime Video," 1949. p. 3).
Il was in 19SI thai the major networks
aggressively attempted to colonize the
housewife's workday with advice programs, soap operas, and variety shows.
One of lhe cenlral reasons for the networks' move into daytime that year was
the fact that prime time hours were fully
booked hy advertisers and that, by this
pfiint, there was more demand for television advenisii^} in general. Daytime
might have been more risky than prime
time, but it had the advantage of being
available- -and at a cheaper network
aist. Confident of its move into daytime,
CBS claimed, "^We aren't risking our
reputation b> prediaing that daytime
television will be a solid sell-out a year
from today . . . and that once again there
will be some sad advertisers who didn't
read lhe tea leaves right" (Sponsor. 1951,
\y 19). Alexander Stnmach Jr.. ABC
vice president, was equally certain aboui
the daytime market, and having just
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taken the plunge with the Frances Langford-Don Ameche Show (a variety program budgeted at the then steep $40,000
a week), Stronach told Newsweek (1951,
p. 56), "It's a good thing electric dishwashers and washing machines were
invented. The housewives will need
them."
The networks' faith in daytime carried through to advertisers. In September
1951, the trade journal Televiser (p. 20)
reported that "47 big advertisers have
used daytime network television during
the past season or are starting this Fall."
Included were such well-known companies as American Home Products, Best
Foods, Proctor and Gamble, General
Foods, Hazel Bishop Lipsticks, Minute
Maid, Hotpoint, and the woman's magazine Ijuhes* Home Journal.
But even after the networks and
advertisers had put their faith in daytime
programming, they had not resolved the
conflin between women's work and television. The industry still needed lo construct program types conducive to the
activities of household work. The format
that has received the most critical attention is the soap opera, whichfirstcame to
network television in December, 1950.
As Robert C. Allen (1985) demonstrates,
early soap opera producers like Ima
Philips of Guiding Light were skeptical
of moving their shows from radio to
television. By 1954, however, the
Neilsen Company reported that the
soaps had a substantial following; Search
For Tomorrow was the second most popular daytime show, while Guiding Light
was in fourth place. The early soaps,
with their minimum of action and visual
interest, allowed housewives to listen to
dialogue while working in another room.
Moreover, their segmented story lines
(usually two a day), as well as their
repetition and constant explanation of
previous plots, allowed women to divide

their attention between viewing and
household work.
Another popular solution to the daytime dilemma was the segmented variety
format which allowed women to enter
and exit the text according to its discrete
narrative units. One of DuMont's first
programs, for example, was a shopping
show (alternatively called Ai Your Service and Shopper's Matinee) which consisted of 21 entertainment segments, all
revolving around different types of
"^women's issues.*' For instance, the
"Bite Shop'* presented fashion tips while
"Kitchen Fare" gave culinary advice
("Daytime Video," 1949; "DuMont
Daytime,'* 1949). While DuMont's program was short lived, the basic principles
survived in the daytime shows at the
major networks. Programs like The
Gary Moore Shaw (CBS), The Kate
Smith Show (NBC), The Arthur Goi^rty
Show (CBS) and Home (NBC) catered
to housewife audiences with their s^mented variety of entertainment and/or
advice. Instituted in 1954 by NBC President Sylvester Pat Weaver (also responsible for the early morning Today Show\
Home borrowed its narrative tedmiques
from women's magazines with segments
on gardening, child psychology, food,
fashion, health, and interior decor. As
Newsweek reported, **llie program is
planned to do for women on the screen
what the women's mi^azines have long
done in print" ("For the Girls," 1954, p.
92).
Aa NBC began to adapt narrative
strategies from women's periodicals, it
also initiated an advertising campaign
that instructed housewives on ways to
watch the new programs while doing
household chores. In 1955, Ladies*
Home Journal and Good Housekeeping
carried ads for NBC's daytime lineup
which suggested that not only the programs but also the scheduling of the
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pn)grams would suit lhe conteni and
organization of the housewife^s day. The
ads evoked a sense of fragmented leisure
time and suggested that television viewing could be (onducied in a state o(
distraction. But this was not the kind of
critical contemplative distraction thai
Walter Benjamin (1936/1969) suggested in his seminal essay, "The Work
of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction/' Rather, lhe ads implied that
the housewife could accomplish her
chores in a state of "utopian forgetfulness" as she moved freely between her
work and the act of watching television.
One ad that is particularly striking in
this regard indudes a sketch of a housewife and her little daughter at the top of
the p s ^ . Below this, the graphic layoui
is divided into eight boxes composed of
television screens, each representing a
different program in NBC's daytime
lineup. The caption functions as the
housewife's testimony to her distracted
state. She asks, "Where Did the Morning Go? The house is tidy . . . but it
hasn't seemed like a terribly tiring moming
I think 1 started ironing while I
watched the Sheila Graham Show.^' The
housewife goes on to register details of
the programs, but she cannot with certainly account for her productive activities in the home. Furthermore, as the
ad's layout suggests, the woman's daily
activities are literally fragmented according to lhe pattern of the daytime television schedule, to the extent thai her
everyday experiences become imbricated
in a kind of serial narrative. Most s ^ i f icantly, her child pictured at the top of
the ad is depicted within the contours of
a television screen so that the labor of
child rearing is itself made part of the
narrative pleasures offered by the NBC
daytime lineup {IjuHe^' Umne fournai.

1955, p. 130).
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NEGOIUTB^G WTTH
THE IDEAL VIEWER
Although industry advertisements
offered television as sinritual iransportalion for the housewife/speciator, popular media were not complidt with distraction as a remedy for the television/
labor problem. Women's magazines
warned of television's thorou^ly n ^ a tive effect on household chores and suggested that a careful management of
domestic space might solve the problem.
In 1950, House Beautiful wanied of television: ""ft delivers aboui five times as
much wallop as radio and requires in
relurn five times as much atienlion....
Il*5 impossible lo get anyLhing accomplished in the same room while it's on."
The magazine offered a spatial solution,
telling women "to get the dam thing out
of the living room/' and into the T V
room, cellar, library, "or as a lasi resort
stick it in the dining room" (Crosby, p.
An ad for Drano {American Home,
I95i>a, p. 14) provided a solution to
television's obsrrut-tion of household
chores: The housewife is shown watching her afternoon soap opera, bui this
nonproductive activity is sanctioned only
insofar as her servant does the housework. As the maid exdaims, "Shucks,
I'll never know if she gets her man 'cause
this is the day of the week I put Drano in
all the drains!'" The Drano Company
thus attempted to sell its product by
giving women a glamorous vision of
themselves enjoying an afternoon of tdevision. Bui it could do so only by splitting
the function of leisure and work across
two representational figures: the lady of
leisure and the dtnnestic servant.
If the domestic servant was a fantasy
solution to the conHict between work and
television, the women's magazines sug-
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gested more practical ways to manage
the problem. As Better Homes and Gardens suggested, the television set should
be placed in an area where it could be
viewed, *Svhile you*re doing t h i i ^ up in
the kitchen" (Adams & Hungerford,
1949} p. 38). Similarly, American Home
(1954, p. 39) told readers to put the
television set in the kitchen so that
"Mama sets her pet programs
" Via
such spatialremedieslabor would not be
affected by the leisure of viewing, nor
would viewing be denied by household
chores. In fact, household labor and television were continually condensed into
one space designed to aooommodate both
activities. In one advertisement this
labor-viewing cxmdensation provided the
basis of a joke. A graphic depicted a
housewife tediously banging her laundry
on the outdoor clothesline. The dnidgery
of this work is miraetilously solved as the
housewife brings her laundry into her
home and sits before her television set
while letting the laundry dry on the
antenna (American Home, 1955b, p.
138).
This spatial condensation of labor and
viewing was part of a well-entrenched
functionalist (tisoourse. The home had to
pTXivide rooms that would allow for a
practical orchestration of '^modern living
activities" which now included watching
television. Functionalism was particularly useful for advertisers who used it to
promote not just one hotisehold item but
an entire produa line. An ad for the
Crane Company {House Beautiful^
1952a, p. 59) displayed its kitchen
appliance ensemble, complete with ironing, laundering, and cooking facilities.
Here the housewife could do multiple
chores at once because all the fixtures
were '"matched together as a complete
chore unit." One particularly attractive
component of this "chore unit" was a
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television set built into the wall above the
washer and dryer.
While spatial condensations of labor
and leisure helped to soothe tensions
about television's obstruction of household chores, other problems still existed.
The magaanes suggested that television
would cause increasing work loads. Considering the cleanliness of the living
room. House Beautiful told its readers:
"Then the men move in for boxing,
wrestling, basketball, hockey. They get
exdted. Ashes on the floor. Pretzel
crumbs. Beer stains." The remedy was
spatial: "Lots of sets after a few months
have been moved into dens and recrealion rooms" (Ward, 1948, p. 220).
In a slight twist of terms, the activity
of eating was said to be moving out of the
dining area and into the television-sitting
area. Food stains on upholstery, floors,
and other surfaces meant extra work for
women. Vinyl upholstery, linoletmi
floors, tiling, and other spill-proof surfaces were recommended. In addition,
the magazines showed wmnen how to be
gradous TV hostesses, always prepared
to serve family and friends spedal TV
treats. These snack-time diores created a
lucrative market for manufacturers who
offered a new breed of "made for TV
objects" including TV trays, tables,
china sets, and, in 1954, the TV dinner.
While magazines presented readers
wi'ii a host of television-related tasks,
they also stiggcsted ways for housewives
to ration thnr labor. Time-motion studies, which had been integral to the discourses of feminism and domestic sdence
since the progressive era, were rigorotisly applied to the problem of increasing work loads. All tiiuiecessary human
movement which the television set mi^t
demand had to be minimized. Again, this
cal led for a careful management of space.
The magazines suggested that chairs and
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sofas be placed so that Lhey need not be
moved Tor watching television. Alternalively, furnilure could be made mobile.
By placing wheels on a couch, it was
possible to exert minimal energy while
nmverting a sitting space inio a viewing
spiice. More typically, the television was
mobilized. Casters and lazy Susans were
suggested for the heavy console models,
but the ideal solution was the easyt<i-handle portable set.
More radically, space between rooms
could he made continuous in order to
minimize the extra movements of household labor which the television set might
demand. An ad for House Beautiful
(I9'i2b, p. 138) suggested a'*coniinuity"
of living, dining, and television areas
wherein "'a curved sofa and a folding
M-rtren mark off [the) television rorner
from the living and dining niom." Via
this carefully managed spatial continuum, "it takes no more than an extra
ten steps or so to ser\T the TV fans."
Ckintinuous space was also a response
to a more general problem of television
and family relaiionships. Popular women's magazines discussed television in the
mntcxt of domestic ideals that can be
traced back to the Victorian p e r i o d ideals that were organized around ihe
often contradictory goals of family unity
and gender/social hierarchies. By inwrporating notions of gender and social
plai-e within its structural layout, lhe
middle class homes of Victorian America
intended to construct a classically balanced onder where ideals of family unity
and division were joined in a harmonious
blend of formalized rules that governed
the residents' behavior. While, for example, the back parlor provided for family
bonding during leisure time pursuits,
individual bedn)oms ensured difference
among men, women, and children who
were expected to carry out their own
essential functions in private spaces. In
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the twentieth century, and certainly in
the postwar era, the ideals of unity and
division still pertained—even if donfiestic
irchiteciure had gone through a number
of drastic revisions.
Women's household work presented a
special dilemma for ihe twin ideals of
family unity and social divisions because
household chores demanded a more fluid
relation to space than that provided by
the formalized settings of tbe Victorian
ideal. This problem became particularly
significant by the early decades of the
twentieth century when middle class
women became increasingly responsible
For household chores due to a radical
reduction in the number of domestic
:fer\'ants.' As Gwendolyn Wright (1981,
p. 172) has observed, women were now
often cut off from the family group as
.hey worked in kitchens designed to
."esemble sdentific laboratories and far
removed from the family activities in the
central living areas of the home. Architects did little to respond to the problem
iif female isolation but continued instead
to build kitchens fully separated from
i.x>mmunal living spaces, suggesting that
labor-saving kitchen appliances %rould
solve the servant shortage.
In the postwar era when the continuous spaces of ranch-style architecture
Imame a cultural ideal, the small suburban home placed a greater emphasis
on interaction among family members.
The "open plan" of the postwar home
eliminated some of the walls between the
dining room, living room, and kitchen,
and thus it was associated with a higher
degree of family bonding and recreational activity. With the help of this new
design for living, postwar Americans
were meant to rediscover the domestic
bonding and personal security that was
threatened during wartime. The new
"family togetherness" (a term first
coined by McCalls in 1954) served as a
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convenient spatial metaphor that offered
a soothing alternative to the vast economic, residential, and social dislocations of
the postwar world. As Roland Marchand (1982) argues, the ranch-style
home and the values placed on domestic
cohesion promised a last gasp at eultural
^'dominion" in a world increasingly
structured by bureaticratic corporations
and the anonymity of suburban landscapes. But even if the fantasy of dominion was a potent model of postwar
experience, the new family home never
functioned so idyilically in practice, nor
was the domestic ideal itself so simple.
Just as the Victorian idea of domesticity
was rooted in a fundamental contradiction between family unity and
social/sexual hierarchy, the postwar
notion of family togetherness was itself
based on rigid distinctions between gender lines and social ftmction. The
domestic architecture of the period is a
testimony to this tenuous balance
between unity and division. Even in the
continuous ranch-style homes, space was
often organized arotmd the implicit differences in the everyday lives of men,
women, and children. In the model
homes of postwar subtirbia, the woman's
work area was still zoned off from the
activity area, and the woman's role as
homemaker still worked to separate her
from the leisure activities of her family.
Women's ms^azines suggested intricately balanced spatial arrangements
that would mediate the tensions between
female int^ration and isolation. Here,
television viewing became a special topic
of consideration. House Beautiful placed
a television set in its remodeled kitchen
which combined "such varied functions
as ax)king, stor^;c, laundry, flower
arranging, dining, and TV viewing"
(Conway, 1951, p. 121). In this case, as
elsewhere, the call for functionalism was
related to the wonuin's ability to work
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among a group eng^ed in ldstire activities. A graphic showed a television
placed in a **spedal area" devoted to
"eating" and "relaxing," one "not shut
off by a partition." In continuous space,
"the worker . . . is always part of the
group, can share in the conversation and
fun while work is in progress."
While this example presents a harmonious solution, often the ideals of integration and isolation resulted in highly
contradictory representations of domestic
life. Typieally, illustrations that depicted
family groups watching television
showed the housewife to be oddly disconneeted from her family members who
were htiddled together in a semidrde
pattern. Sentinnd Tdeviuon orgamzed
its advertising campaign around this pictorial convention. One ad, for example,
depicted a housewife holding a tray of
beverages, standing off to the side of her
family which was gathered around the
television set {Better Homes and Gardens^ 1952a, p. 144). Another ad showed
a housewife cradling her baby in her
arms and standing at a window, far
away from the rest of her family which
gathered arotmd the Sentinnel console
{Better Homes and Gardens, 1953, p.
169). In an ad for Magnavox Television,
the housewife's chores separated her
from her drde of friends. The ad was
organized arotmd a U-shaped sofa that
provided a quite literal manifestation of
the semidrde visual didic {House Beautiful, 1948, p. 5). A group of adult couples sat on the sofa watching the new
Magnavox set, but the hostess stood at
the kitchen door, holding a tray of
snacks. Spatially removed from the television viewers, the housewife appeared
to be sneaking a look at the set as she
went about her hostess chores.
This problem of female spatial isolation gave way to what I call a "corrective
cycle of commodity purchases." An
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article in American Home about the Joys
nr ihe electric dishwasher is typical here
(Ramsay, 1949, p. 66). A graphic depicting a Tamily gathered around the living
nM>m ivmaole included the caption, '^Nu
martyr banished to kitchen, she never
mi5ses television programs. Lunrh, dinner dishes are in an electric dishwasher/'
An ad Tor Hoipoini dishwashers used the
same discursive strategy {House BeaulifuL 1950, p. 11). The illustration !ihowed
a wiill of dishes that separated a house^
wire in ihc kitchen frum her family
whirh sat huddled around the television
sei in ihe living room. The caption read,
"Please . . . Lei Your Wife Come Out
Inui the Living Room! Don't lrt dirty
dishrs make your wife a kitchen exile!
She loses the most precious hours of her
lifr shut off from pleasures of ihe family
circle by ihc never-ending chore of oldfiishioned dishwashing!"
'T'his ideal version of female inicgralion in a unified family space was ronlesicd by ihe nimpeling discourse on
divided spaces. Distinciions between
work and leisure space remained an
important principle of household efTicirncy. The magazines argued that room
dividers or separate television corners
mi&[ht hrlp lo sanction ofl* the work place
frum the viewing place and thus ^Wnw
hiiusrwivcs the luxury of privacy from
ihe television crowd. General Electric
usrd this notion of family division lo
suppf>rt the sale of a second television
{Bt'ller Homtw and Gartlenx, 1955, p.
l.VJ). The ad drpicied a harried housewife who was able to find peace on her
nrw C;E kiichen poriablr. As the splitsi-rtxn design of the layout showed,
Moiher iind Daughter were able to perform their household work as they
waithed a cooking show, whilr Dad
enjoyed lotal passive relaxation as he
wau-hed a football game on ihr living
room mnsolc.
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TELEVISION, GENDER,
AND DOMESTIC
i ^
The bifureation of sexual roles, of
male (leisure) and female (productive)
iiciivities served as an occasion for a full
consideration of power dynamics between men and women in the home.
Typically, the magazines extended their
categories of feminine and masculine
viewing practices into representations of
the body. For men, television viewing
was most often depicted in terms of a
|X)sture of repose. Men were typically
shown 10 he sprawled out on easy chairs
as they watched the set. Remote controls
allowed the father lo watch in undisturbed passive comfort. In many ways,
this representation of the male body was
based on Victorian notions of rejuvenation for the working man. Relaxation
was condoned for men because it served a
revitalizing function, preparing them for
the struggles of the work-a-day world.
Bui for women the passive calm of television viewing was simply more problematic. Although women were shown to
relax in ihe home, as I have shown, the
female body watching television was
(iften engaged in productive activities.
Sometimes, representations of married
couples became excessively literal about
the gendered patterns of television leisure. When the Cleavelander Company
advertised iis new "T-Vue" chair, il told
consumers "Once you sink into the softness of Cleavelander's eloud-like contours, cares seem to float away . . . "
(Home BeauliJuL 1954, p. 158). Thus,
noi only the body but also the spirit
would be revitalized by the television
chair. Bui ihis form of rejuvenation was
markedly gendered. While the chair
allowed the father *'io stretch out with
his feet on the ottoman," the mother's
iiHevision leisure was nevertheless productive. For as the caption stated.
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"Mother likes to gently rock as she
sews." An advertisement for Airfoam
fumittire oishicHis used a similar discursive strategy {Better Homes and Gardens, 1952b, p. 177). The graphic
showed a Husband dozing in his foam
rubber cushioned chair as he sits before a
television set. Meanwhile, his wife dears
away his snack. The text read, "Man's
pleasure is the body coddling coinfort" of
the cushioned chair while "Woman's
treasure is a home lovdy to look at, easy
to keep perfectly tidy and neat," with
cushioning that "never needs fluffing."
In sudt cases, the man's pleasure in
television is assodated with passive
relaxation. But for women pleastire is
derived through the aesthetics of a wellkept home and labor-saving devices
which promise to rationalize the extra
labor that tdevision b r i i ^ to dcnnestic
space. Although on one level these represenutions are compatible with traditional gender roles, subtle reversals of
power ran through the magaanes as a
whole. Even if there was a certain degree
of privilege attached to man's position of
total relaxation—his right to rule from
the easy chair throne—diis power was in
no way absolute, nor was it stable.
Instead, it seems to me, the most striking
thing about this gendered representation
of the body is that it was at odds with the
normative conception of masculinity and
femininity. Whereas Western sodety
assodates activity with maleness, representations of television attributed this
trait to women. Conversdy, the notion of
feminine passivity was transferred over
to the man of the house.*
Indeed, it might be conduded that the
eultural ideals which demanded that
women be shown as productive workers
also had the peeuliar side effect of 'feminizing" the father. As Andreas Huyssen
(1986, p. 47) argues, this notion of feminization has been a motif in the discourse
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on mass ctilture since the nineteenth
century. "Mass culture," Huyssen
claims, "is somehow associated with
women while real, authentic culture
remains the prerogative of men." Indeed,
mass culture has repeatedly been figured
in terms of patriardial ideas of femininity and represented in tropes of passivity,
constmiption, penetration, and addiction.
In this way, it threatens the very foundations of so-called "authentic" or high
culttire that is represented in terms of
masculine tropes of activity, prodtictivity, and knowledge.
In 1941, this gendered conception of
mass culture readied a dramatic pitch
when Philip Wylie wrote his dassic
misogynist text. Generation of Vipers,
which was reprinted 16 times. In this
book, Wylie connected the discourse on
mass culture and women to broadcastii^;. In general, Wylie aipied, women
had somehow joined in a conspiracy with
big industry and, with the aid of
advanced technology, had supplanted the
need for men altogether. Women, along
with the technocratic world, had stripped
men of thdr masctiline privilege and
turned them into cowering sissies. In his
most bitter chapter entitled "Common
Women," Wylie aigued that women had
somehow gained control of the airwaves.
Women, he suggested, made radio listening into a passive activity which threatened manhood and, in fact, dvilization.
As Wylie (pp. 214-215) wrote.
The radio is mom*s final tool, for it stamps
everybody who listeni with the matriardul
brand
Just as Goebbels has revealed
what can be done with sudi a man-stamping
of the public psyche in his nation, so our land
is a living repreacntation of the same fact
worked out in matriardul aemimentality,
goo, slop, hidden cruelty, and the foreshadow
of national death.
In the annotated notes of the 1955 edition, Wylie (pp. 213-214) updated these
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Tears, claimLng that television wouid *'At last man has found something more
soon take the place of radio and turn men in keeping with his nature, the workinto remale-dominatcd dupes. Women, shop, with its lathe and mechanical saws,
he wrote, '*will not rest until every eler- something he has kept as yet his own
And
inmic moment has been bought to sell against ihe predacious female
suds and every program censored to the [ it becomes] more natural... for the man
last decihel and syllabic according to her to be a homemaker as well as the
self-adulation—along with that (to the woman."
After the war, this reintegration of the
decree the mom-indoctrinated pops are
father
became a popular ideal.' As
permitted acixss to the dials) or her
Esquire
told its male readers, "your
de-.sexed, de-souled, de-cerebrated
place,
Mister,
is in the home, too, and if
mate.*' Although Wylie*s rhetoric might
you'll
make
a
few thoughtful improveseem to be the product of a fevered mind,
ments
to
it,
you'll
build yourself a
ihis basic blend of misogyny and technophobia was common to representations happier, more comfort^le, less backof television and everyday life in the breaking w o r l d . . . " ("Home is for Husbands," 1951, p. 88). From this perspecpostwar period.
Men's magazines offered tongue-in- tive, the men's magazines suggested
cheek versions of the situation, showing ways for fathers to take an active and
how television had turned men into pas- productive altitude in relation to televisivr homebodies. The fashionable men's sion. Even if men were passive spectamagazine Esquire and the working tors, when not watching they could learn
man's magazine Popular Science pre- to repair the set or else produce television
sented ironic views of the male sloth. In carts, buih-ins, and stylish cabinets.
I9S1. for example, Esquire (p. 10) Articles with step-by-step instructions
showed the stereotypical husband relax- were circulated in Pitpular Science, and
ing with his shoes off, beer in hand, ihe Home Craflxman even had a special
smiling idiotically while seated before a ''TV: Improve Your Home Show" cu\television set. Two years later, the same umn featuring a husband and wife,
magazine referred to television fans as Thelma and Vince, and their adventures
in home repairs.
'*televidiots" (O*Brien, p. 24).
If these magazines provided a humorPapular Science also suggested hobous look at the man of leisure, they also bies for men to use television in an active
offered alternatives. In very mudi the and productive way. The magazine ran
sanw way that Victorians like Catherine several articles on a new fad—television
Becrher sought to elevate the woman by photography. Men were shown how to
making her the center of domestic tiike still pictures off their sets, and in
afTairs, the men's magazines suggested 1950 the magazine even conducted a
that fathers itnild regain their authority readership contest for prize winning
through increased participation in fam- photos that were published in the
ily life. As early as 1940, Sydnie (jreen- December issue ("From Readers' Albie railed for the reinstitution of man- bums," p. 166).
hood in his book titled Leisure Jor lAfing. Greenbie reasoned that the popular
CONCLUSION
figurr of the male '*boob*' could be counteracted if the father cultivated his
The gendered division of domestic
met'haniral skills. As he wrote (p. 210), labor and the complex relations of power
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entailed by it were thus shown to oi^ganize the experience of watehing television. While these early representations
cannot tell us how real people actually
used television in thdr own homes, they
do begin to reveal a set of discursive rules
that were formed for thinking about
television in the early period. They begin
to disclose the social construction of tdevision as it is rooted in a mode of thought
based on categories of sexual difference.
Recent ethnt^raphic studies conduded by David Morley (1986), Ann
(iray (1987), James Lull (1988), and
others reveal the continued impact of
gender (and other sodal differences) on
the ways families watch television.
Gray*s work on VCR usage among
working class families in Britain espeeially highlights how gender-based ideas
about domestic technology and productive labor in the home drcumscribe
women's use of the new machine. Such
ethnographic work provides compelling
evidence for the intricate relations of
television and gender as they are experienced in the viewing situation.
For historians, questions about the
television audience pose different problems and call for other methods. The

reconstruction of viewing experiences at
some point in the past is an elusive
project. By its very nature, the history of
spectatorship is a patchwork history, one
that must draw together a number of
approaches and perspectives in the hopes
of achieving a partial picture of past
experiences. The approaidt I have taken
here provides insights into the way television viewing has been connected to
larger patterns of family ideals and gender eonstniction within our culture.
Women's magazines depicted a subtle
interplay between labor and ldsure at
home, and they offered the postwar
housewife ways to deal with television in
her daily life. These popular discourses
show that television was not simply promoted as a pleasure machine; radier, the
media engaged women in a dialogue
about the concrete problems television
ptised for produetive labor in the home.
If our culture has systematically relegated domestic leisure to the realm of
nonproduction, these magazines reveal
the tenuousness of such notions. Indeed,
for the postwar hotisewife, television was
not represented as a passive activity, but
rather it was imbricated in a pattern of
everyday life where work is never done.

D

NOTES
"This stove was mentioned in Sponsor (1951, p. 119) and J^tpuiar Sdenee (1952, p. 132).
Iniemiii^y. Popular Sdence did not dimiss the televiiion component of the stow ai a vehide for
leisure but rather showed how **A housewife can follow telecast coddi^ instnictiais step-by-Aep on the
TV set built into this dectrie oven.** Perhaps in this way, diis men*s magazine allayed readers' fears that
their wives would UK the new tedmology for diveruon ai opposed to useful lidmr.
'This essay is based o i a sample that indudes four of the leading middle class wonen's home

affluent reader. Fw more on sources and method, see my dissertation (1988a).
^ do not mean to igmire the fact that doneitir servanu were themsdves detadied from the family
activities through the Victorian modd of space and its elaborate separation of servant quarters fnan
central living areas.
is not to say thai television was the only domestic madiine to disrupt representations of gender.
Roland Marchand (1985) daims that ads for radio sets and phonographs reversed pictorial conventions

IKI.KVISION IN fHK HOMr,

:ir.i:hMhKR :.n-

liir lhe depiLiion uf men and women. Ads iradiuoiuiiy thiiwed husbands ^ealcd whiic vvivrs pi-n heti i>ii
lhe itrm of a rhair nr sofa. Bui Manrhand finds ihui "in ihr pnwnir nf nilturally upliftinic jraflio anri
phunogfiiplil musk', the woman more (irten jpuneti <hc rit^bi nf rrfuncd txinivnirjiitin whilr rht* iiihiu
nrhnoliiffually ini'liocil) mdn uood prrpared in :-hai^ the iniirds m :idjusi ilii^ ladin diaU' \^^y.
}rt2 • ??t3y In ihr rdsr of trirvision, MarchanH\ <inalv«f! and intrrpirtwumn dn nm vctu "> .«pp)v 4in<:men wrn: ofirn shown sealed and unable or unwilling lo (tminil ihi- iM-hniiloRv
*Ilie reasons for this wairani a book-lengih nudy. Some teniative rxplaniiii<uis ttnne. froni Vian-hnml
(1982), whoarf{ues ihai the waning of male auihoriiy in ihe public sphere ufixvporaip life i»iuribulMi
ui men's increiued parUripatinn and "quesis for dominion" in |irivaui Ufir. Hownrr, 1 would odd
speculailvely that the whole category of masniliniiy wax beii^ uunieRied in ihis period. 'Ilic tiuests lo;dominion" were anwnpanied by an equally strong manifestation tif theii* oppusEie. Thf down-trodtk'n
male heroes of film noir and lhe eonsiani unteiiainiy iihout Ihe sexual status uf the "family man" m >hi
melodramas and soiial problem Tilms suggeit that .Ameriran ruliuiT wa« xeeking !<• rrdefine #xij.-il
identity, or at leasi lo give sexual identity meaning in a wi>rld when- ihr i^dered biilanit; •>)' Hid.il iiii't
rronomic- power was undenioii^ clunicr
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